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Shadow Removal based on Diffusion, Segmentation and Super-resolution Models

We would like to thank all reviewers for your construc-001
tive comments. The point-to-point responses to concerns002
raised by each reviewer are as follow. To make clear an-003
swers, we apology for adjusting the sequence of some re-004
sponses. We have included a list of changes in section F.005

A. To Reviewer #1006

a) The proposed solution was not very competitive among007
solutions submitted to NTIRE 2024 Image Shadow Re-008
moval Challenge.009

Thanks for your suggestions. We have update detailed010
descriptions of our method’s ranking and contribution to011
this track in section 2.3. Specially, we have conducted more012
study and analysis in this paper and provide valuable in-013
sights for this track. For example, we introduce the SAM014
masks [1] to eliminate edge artifacts caused by stitching015
during slice inference, resulting in a performance increase016
of 0.4 dB. Also, diffusion models may not perform well017
when handling shadows on black objects or deep shadows.018

b) Only one method ShadowFormer is compared in the019
section of Experiment.020

Thanks for pointing it out. We have updated Table 1 and021
Figure 4 in the revised paper and add SpA-Former [3] for022
comparison, which also achieves best SSIM metric in the023
listed methods. We also put this table here, as shown in024
Table 1.

Table 1. Results on the validation dataset of the NTIRE24 Image
Shadow Removal Challenge. It is important to note that the results
with ∗ presented here are trained by ourselves using their official
training code. Ours (patch) indicates the Diffusion + patch split-
ting in Table 2 in our camera ready paper.

Method PSNR ↑ SSIM ↑ LPIPS ↓ FID ↓
SpA-Former∗ 22.09 0.7436 0.1471 78.92
ShadowFormer∗ 23.82 0.8156 0.2190 60.62
Ours 23.91 0.7772 0.3101 49.55

Ours (patch) 24.8280 0.7820 0.2123 45.80

025
c) Cannot find any quantitative and qualitative compar-026

isons for these two datasets for ISTD and SRD dataset.027
Thanks for your suggestions. We have done experiments on028
ISTD and SRD dataset for ShadowFormer model to ensure029
that its official training code can reproduce the results in its030
paper, and the answer is yes. Then, we trained this model031
on the challenge dataset, and compared the results with our032
method, as shown in Table 1 and Figure 4 in our revised033
paper. We have removed the ambiguous descriptions about034
these two datasets.035

d) For Fig.5, the proposed method tends to generate036

blurred results with less details, thus leading to lower met- 037
rics. 038

Thanks for your instructive suggestions. In our revised 039
paper, we have modified the expression mistakes. For the 040
images in Figure 5, our method lags behind in metrics but 041
has better shadow removal effects, which proves by the less 042
shadow artifacts of our method. 043

e) Author should also check their citations carefully to 044
avoid repeated references. 045

Thanks for point it out. In our revised paper, we have 046
carefully examined the citations and modified the repeated 047
references. 048

B. To Reviewer #2 049

a) The effect is not outstanding enough to contribute to the 050
community: Insufficient PSNR and MOS, not good enough 051
visual effect, rank 9th on Challenge. The effect of the pro- 052
posed method is average, the contribution is not significant, 053
and the ranking is relatively low. 054

Thanks for your suggestions. In our revised paper, sec- 055
tion 2.3 gives detailed descriptions of the contribution of our 056
method. Especially for shadow removal task, our frame- 057
work generates much better shadow free images than other 058
methods, which is shown in Figure 4 in the revised paper. 059
More importantly, we discuss the usage of the diffusion 060
models in the shadow removal task and give valuable study 061
for the combination with SAM [1], LLaVA [2], which may 062
be useful to future works in this task. 063

b) The paper mentions the method with the parameter 064
quantity of 5 Millions, the parameter size is so small when 065
using diffusion and LLaVA (Large Language Vision Assis- 066
tant) models. 067

Thanks for your detailed suggestions. We have updated 068
the number of parameters in our revised paper. Moreover, 069
we give the parameters and inference time of the key mod- 070
ules in our model (also listed below in Table 2). This helps 071
to balance the increase in inference cost with the perfor- 072
mance gain obtained. 073

Model Parameters (Million) Inference (seconds)

Diffusion 52.21 44.97
HAT-SR 40.70 10.55

SAM 641.09 75.60

Table 2. Parameters of each module in our framework

C. To Reviewer #3 074

a) For the typos and writing errors, I hope that the authors 075
will see this comment and improve on their writing before 076
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the camera ready deadline.077

Thanks for pointing it out and the detailed suggestions.078
We have polished our paper and fixed some typos in our079
camera ready paper. We have rewritten all paragraphs, care-080
fully revised the sentence structures, and corrected any un-081
clear or erroneous expressions.082

b) A comparison in terms of computational complexity083
would be needed, in order to understand the trade-off be-084
tween the identified advantage per added complexity.085

Thanks for your suggestions. We give the parameters086
and inference time of the key modules of our framework in087
Table 3 in the camera ready paper (also listed below in Ta-088
ble 2). This will help us to understand the trade-off between089
the identified advantage per added complexity.090

c) The evaluations seem to be performed on the data pro-091
vided for the Development Phase on the challenge. How-092
ever, this is not clearly stated in the paper. Thanks for your093
detailed suggestions. In the first paragraph of section 4.1094
in our revised paper, we have added the dataset description095
and clearly state that our experiments are performed on the096
validation set of the challenge.097

D. To Reviewer #4098

a) there are some errors like Figure 6 being referenced as099
showing the effects of LLaVa, but actually showing the dif-100
ferences when using HAT according to its description.101

Thanks for pointing this out and detailed suggestions. In102
our revised paper, we have modified this error, where Figure103
7 and Figure 8 are both showing the effects of SR methods.104

b) The visual qualitative performance appears to be105
good, while in quantitative terms the results are somewhat106
inconclusive compared to ShadowFormer.107

Thanks for your suggestions. In our revised paper, we108
make this clear that our method is much better than Shad-109
owFormer in quantitative terms, as shown in Table 1. Our110
diffusion shadow removal model achieves 1 dB higher than111
ShadowFormer in PSNR metric. However, ShadowFormer112
wins among all the methods compared in the SSIM metric,113
which shows stronger consistency with the ground-truth im-114
ages in luminance, contrast, and structure.115

c) Overall the method seems to have some merit, but it116
seems to suffer a bit from the overall design complexity of117
multiple separate networks interacting.118

Thanks for your suggestions. Our aim of design for each119
module is to achieve better shadow removal effects. Re-120
garding complexity, we have added detailed comparisons121
(Table 3 in our camera ready paper, also list them here in122
Table 2 here) to clearly illustrate parameters quantity and123
inference time. We hope to address related optimizations in124
future work.125

E. To Reviewer #5 126

a) Predefined rules are not clear in the paper. How do 127
they impact the capacity of the method to different shadow 128
types? 129

Thanks for your suggestions. In our revised paper, we 130
have presented a more detailed description for the prede- 131
fined rules in section 3.2.2, which are mainly used for fore- 132
ground enhancement. 133

F. A list of changes 134

We list the main changes between the first round paper and 135
the final version as follow: 136
• We rewrote the introduction section with more references 137

supplemented. 138
• We added the SpA-Former method and corresponding 139

comparisons and listed the contributions of this paper to 140
make it more clear, see Figure 4 and Table 1 in our camera 141
ready paper. 142

• We added a brief discussion on the complexity of the pro- 143
posed method including the number of parameters and in- 144
ference times of the modules of our model, see Table 3 in 145
our camera ready paper. 146

• We rewrote section 3 to make the whole pipeline more 147
clear. 148

• We conducted extensive ablation studies on the modules 149
of the proposed pipeline using both quantitative analy- 150
sis and qualitative analysis. For a better understanding, 151
please refer to Figre 6 and Table 2 in our revised paper. 152

• We fixed the typos/wrong caption and polished the writ- 153
ing. 154
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